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ABSTRACT The majority of IoT devices like smartwatches, smart plugs, HVAC controllers, etc., are powered by hardware with a constrained specification (low memory, clock speed and processor) which is insufficient to accommodate and execute large, high-quality models. On such resource-constrained devices, manufacturers still manage to provide attractive functionalities (to boost sales) by following the traditional approach of programming IoT devices/products to collect and transmit data (image, audio, sensor readings, etc.) to their cloud-based ML analytics platforms. For decades, this online approach has been facing issues such as compromised data streams, non-real-time analytics due to latency, bandwidth constraints, costly subscriptions, recent privacy issues raised by users and the GDPR guidelines, etc. In this paper, to enable ultra-fast and accurate AI-based offline analytics on resource-constrained IoT devices, we present an end-to-end multi-component model optimization sequence and open-source its implementation. Researchers and developers can use our optimization sequence to optimize high memory, computation demanding models in multiple aspects in order to produce small size, low latency, low-power consuming models that can comfortably fit and execute on resource-constrained hardware. The experimental results show that our optimization components can produce models that are: (i) 12.06 x times compressed; (ii) 0.13% to 0.27% more accurate; (iii) Orders of magnitude faster unit inference at 0.06 ms. Our optimization sequence is generic and can be applied to any state-of-the-art models trained for anomaly detection, predictive maintenance, robotics, voice recognition, and machine vision.

INDEX TERMS Edge Intelligence, Neural Networks, Optimization, TinyML, IoT Hardware.

I. INTRODUCTION

AI RTIFICIAL Intelligence (AI) have been used as the principal approach to solve a variety of significant problems in machine translation, video analytics, voice localization, handwriting recognition, etc. Commonly, to provide edge-level AI-functionalities to customers, manufacturers program their IoT devices/products to capture, compress and transmit data (image, audio, sensor readings, etc.) over the network to their central server/cloud where advanced analytics are performed [1]. Although such cloud-based approaches reduce the maintenance cost by keeping the analytics models in one central location, it may not be suitable for most applications [2] because; First, there is a latency caused when transmitting data to a central server for analysis and back to the application. Second, the use of a server for continuous data storage and analysis is expensive because these applications generate high volumes of data. Furthermore, the processing and storage of multiple data streams make the subscription more costly. This design requires a huge amount of reliable bandwidth, which may not always be
FIGURE 1: Some of the popular examples of MCU-based hardware that are widely used to design IoT devices.

held for IoT devices [3]. Moreover, when employing such an online approach, the hardware cost increases due to the addition of a 4G/WiFi module for communication, which also increases power consumption. Third, even if we assume that we could address latency and bandwidth issues by empowering a sophisticated infrastructure, a large class of IoT applications may not be suitable because of regulations and security concerns of sharing data as there is an involvement of biometric data of residents. For instance, GDPR restricts the sharing of user’s private data across organizations. Finally, IoT devices are not self-contained ubiquitous systems since they depend on the internet and cloud services for inferences and model updates [4].

A. MOTIVATION

In the following, we present the research challenges based on our experimental experience and our recent empirical study. They are the core motivation of our research.

Neural Networks vs Resource-constrained MCUs. Executing NNs on MCUs-based resource-constrained IoT hardware (shown in Fig. 1) is challenging, because Firstly, the memory footprint (SRAM, FLASH, and EEPROM) is limited to a few MBs. No secondary memory is added during the design phase of IoT hardware in order to conserve energy and to maintain high instruction execution speeds. On the other hand, NN models routinely contain millions of parameters requiring higher MBs of storage. Secondly, the computation core (commonly a single ARM Cortex-M CPU) runs only up to a few hundred MHz resulting in low operations per second. Next is the absence of native file system support, no support for floating-point operations, and the inability to perform parallel processing due to the absence of multiple computational units make the execution of NNs more challenging. Finally, for a single inference, such models roughly invoke $10^9$ arithmetic operations and memory accesses, leading to substantial power consumption and heat dissipation, draining the limited battery capacity while testing the device’s thermal limits.

Existing Programming Frameworks. The compression levels and speedups produced by generic optimization toolkits in ML frameworks (e.g., PyTorch, Tensorflow) are not sufficient since they are targeted for smartphones and better-resourced IoT hardware such as Raspberry Pis, Jetson Nano. The early-stage TF Lite for Microcontrollers [7] core runtime can fit in 16 KB on an Arm Cortex M3 and run basic NNs on MCUs without needing operating system support or dynamic memory allocation. Here, still, in order to highly reduce the NN size before deploying and executing on MCUs using TF Micro, there is a need to optimize high memory, computation demanding models in multiple aspects to produce small size, low latency, low-power consuming models that can comfortably fit and execute on resource-constrained hardware.
Performance Metrics Trade-offs. During on-board model execution, an IoT application that interacts with the loaded model may demand high performance on a particular metric over others. For example, a real-time IoT device would require ultra-fast inference, while a low-memory device would require the highest model size reduction. So, the challenge is how to perform optimization that favors particular metrics over others?

Optimization Compatibility. When a NN model (optimized using a state-of-the-art method) exceeds the target IoT device hardware’s memory capacity by a few bytes margin (a common scenario in practice), there is a need to choose and apply an additional optimization method that is compatible with the previously used optimizer. In such cases, the researchers or developers need to spend days on unproductive work that involves finding a compatible optimizer, then implement it to check if the new compression and accuracy levels are satisfactory. But models cannot be optimized further if they fail to find a method that matches the previous optimizer. So, they either have to tune the model network architecture and reetrain from scratch to produce a smaller model (waste of GPU days and electricity) or upgrade the IoT device hardware (loss of money). Hence, in order to speed up the research and development phase (going from idea to product) of AI-powered IoT devices, the researchers and developers need a comprehensive guideline to optimize NN models that can readily be deployed on resource-constrained MCUs-based hardware.

Given the potential of building intelligent IoT applications for offline analytics using NNs, there is a strong need for a mechanism that can optimize models to achieve reduced model size, faster inference, and lower power consumption.

B. OUR APPROACH

To address the aforementioned challenges and design goals, we propose a multi-component model optimizer that enables the execution of computational intensive NN models on resource-constraint IoT hardware presented in Fig. [1]. The contributions of this paper are as follows:

Multi-component Optimizer Design and Implementation. We propose multi-component model optimizer, a sequence that researchers and developers can follow to optimize various NNs for making it executable on multiple resource-constrained IoT hardware. The proposed design flow is based on a combination of state-of-the-art optimizers. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to present a complete design flow for IoT device optimization, support from well documented and continuously updating ML frameworks like TF Lite, FeatherCNN, OpenNN, Edge-ML.

Validation Study and Evaluation Results. We perform experiments on Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and show the readers which presented components need to be used together in order to optimize their CNN-based use-case models for; (i) Smallest size (12.06 x times compression); (ii) Best accuracy (0.13% to 0.27% improvements); (iii) Ultra-fast unit inference at 0.06 ms (orders of magnitude faster than original models). We also explain how to practically deploy and execute models optimized using our multi-component model optimizer on tiny IoT hardware.

Outline. The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II presents the state of the art. In Section III, we present our end-to-end multi-component ML model optimizer. Section IV presents the evaluation results and analysis. Section V concludes our current work and presents the future outlook.

II. STATE OF THE ART

Table 1 presents an overview of approaches and hardware used to develop AI-powered IoT devices/products.
Machine Learning on Microcontrollers, which focuses on deep optimization of ML models to enable its accommodation and execution on resource-constrained MCUs (Section II-A); Artificial Intelligence of Things (AIoT) hardware, which presents AI accelerators, GPU-boards and embedded systems that are the target to execute NN models (Section II-B); Cloud-based, which leverage cloud-based software as a service (Section II-C) for inference. In the following, we describe each approach in detail.

A. MACHINE LEARNING ON MICROCONTROLLERS
The efforts belonging to this category focus on optimizing ML models to enable their execution on MCUs shown in Fig. 1. Here, the overall objective is to reduce the model size and execution latency while aiming to maintain acceptable levels of accuracy.

The MCU hardware platform has recently become an attractive target to run models due to TensorFlow Micro and MCU-targetted optimized kernels from CMSIS [3]. In this domain of enabling intelligence on resource-constrained devices, the authors in [8] have implemented a tree-based algorithm, called Bonsai, for efficient prediction on IoT devices. High accuracy predictions were obtained in milliseconds even on slow MCUs and were able to fit in a kB of memory. Similarly, ProtoNN, a k-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) inspired algorithm with several orders of lower storage and prediction complexity was proposed in [9] to address the problem of real-time and accurate prediction on resource-scarce devices. Both [8] and [9] are tailored prediction algorithms that can fit in resource-scarce devices and show superior performance. Such techniques are lightweight and show low execution latency, making them well-suited for offline analytics. However, the design flow used by then cannot be applied for NNs. In the remainder of this section, we present NN optimization techniques.

In the domain of NN optimization, various techniques are applied to enable the deployment of NNs on IoT devices. For instance, Model design techniques emphasize on designing models with a reduced number of parameters without compromising accuracy, thereby enabling it to fit and execute within the available IoT device memory [10]. Also, Model compression techniques such as quantization [11] and pruning [10] can be used. Where quantization takes out the expensive floating-point operations by reducing it to a Q-bit fixed-point number, and pruning removes the unnecessary connections between the model layers. Google’s TensorFlow Hub offers pre-trained and optimized versions of popular models such as Inception, Xception, MobileNets, Tiny-YOLO, ResNet, EfficientNet, etc. that can identify hundreds of classes of objects, including people and animals. For example, in [12], the Mobilenet-SSD is used to enable their camera-based Alexa smart speaker prototype to detect and identify objects in the room (Alexa custom skill), and in [13] a Deep Neural Network based biometric authentication was used to address the cybersecurity risks by smart speaker users. Such pre-optimized models can be readily loaded only on better-resourced IoT devices like Raspberry Pis, Coral boards, Jetson Nano, etc., not on resource-constrained MCUs, small CPUs, which lack even the basic file-system support.

B. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE OF THINGS (AIoT) HARDWARE
While the model compression/shrinking techniques can help NN models to run on IoT devices, it is still a challenge to deploy dense NN models on MCUs and obtain real-time inference results [1]. To address this challenge, the NN workloads are offloaded from an IoT device to powerful edge accelerators/co-processors [14]. In such a scenario, an IoT device re-directs the data stream to accelerator hardware, where it processes the data and sends back the corresponding inference results. In today’s IoT hardware market, there is a new category of IoT edge hardware emerging named Artificial Intelligence of Things (AIoT) devices, which can be divided into two categories, as mentioned below:

AI Accelerators and Dedicated GPU Boards. The winning model of the ImageNet challenge showed 11.8% improvements in classification accuracy, i.e., from 84.7% in 2012 (winner AlexNet) to 96.5% in 2015 (winner ResNet-152). Such exceptional accuracy improvement comes with high computational complexity. For instance, 1.4GOPS (Giga Operations Per Second) is required by AlexNet, while ResNet-152 consumes 22.6GOPS for the same task of processing a single 224×224 image. In our resource-constrained scenario, such high demand for hardware resources is prohibitive. Next is energy consumption. For instance, just for DRAM accesses, running a 1-billion connection NN at 30Hz would approximately require 30Hz × 1G× 640pJ = 19.2W, which is again prohibitive in our case. For such challenges, custom hardware accelerators [15] [16] (tailored design based on the computation pattern of the use-case model) are available specifically to offload the NN workload to achieve higher efficiency than GPUs. These designs reduce the memory access expense, and second memory transfer and data movement are optimized. Such accelerators treat the models as black boxes.

For generic design and development scenarios, to speed up inference or on-device training during active learning scenarios, hardware manufacturers have developed low power and cost GPU plugins to improve parallel processing performance. For instance, Intel’s Movidius Neural Compute Stick 2 (NCS) and Google’s Coral Tensor Processing Unit (TPU) USB accelerator are some of the co-processors that can be plugged into the USB port of edge device like Raspberry Pis, BeagleBones, etc. to accelerate machine vision tasks such as, drone-based 3D mapping, contextual awareness, crowd counting, checking compliance of the use of face masks, etc. There are times when CPU-based devices with co-processors/accelerators may not be enough for running DL models. To address this issue, hardware manufacturers offer GPU-based dedicated development boards, which tend to have better ML framework compatibility and NN evaluation environments.
FIGURE 2: The architecture of our multi-component model optimizer: Sequence to follow for optimizing Neural Networks to enable its execution on resource-constrained AIoT boards, small CPUs, MCUs based IoT devices.

In this paper, we significantly compress and simplify the models before offloading it to the hardware accelerators, in order to reduce workload redundancy, save memory bandwidth and also computation cycles.

Resource-Constrained Embedded Systems. The devices belonging to this category are embedded systems designed using a variety of low hardware specification chipsets, which are usually MCUs and small CPUs [2, 6]. The nRF52840 Adafruit Feather, STM32f103c8 Blue Pill, ATSAMD21G18 Adafruit METRO, etc., are the embedded boards that are widely used during the design phase of IoT devices, and billions of similar specification hardware-based devices have already been deployed in the world (e.g., smart bulbs, smart plugs, HVAC controllers). There is another set of better-resourced IoT hardware named AIoT boards. The ESP32-CAM, Sipeed MAIX Bit, Sipeed Maix Amigo, OpenMV Cam H7 are popular AIoT boards that are purpose-built to deliver high performance in a small physical and power footprint, enabling users to deploy high-accuracy AI at the edge. The traditional small CPUs and MCUs based IoT hardware from the price category of AIoT boards does not have a camera module and also lack inbuilt hardware accelerators such as APU (Accelerated Processing Unit), KPU (convolution operation accelerator), FPU (Floating-point accelerator), and FFT (Fourier transform accelerator). The competitive price range and its AI-friendly hardware specification make it a suitable choice to program and use as privacy-preserving offline analytics performing edge device.

Fig. 1, shows a few popular MCU-based development boards with their specifications. These open-source MCU boards and the above described AIoT boards are \( \approx 10 \times \) cheaper, \( \approx 3x \) smaller, and \( \approx 12 \times \) less power consuming than the AI accelerators and dedicated edge GPU boards mentioned in the previous section. This is because such boards are powered by single-chip processors that are very cheap (few $), tiny (\( \approx 1 \text{ cm}^2 \)), and highly energy-efficient (\( \approx 1 \text{ mW} \)). In this paper, we present how to optimize NN models in multiple aspects to obtain a small size, low latency and power-consuming model that can readily be deployed on resource-constrained embedded systems and AIoT boards.

C. CLOUD-BASED SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE (SAAS)

This approach leverages cloud-based services. Various cloud vendors (Such as Amazon, Google, Microsoft) have developed ML-based analytics platforms. A typical approach is where a device sends a data stream over the network to a cloud-based platform, where all the processing takes place and analytics results are sent back to the IoT device [17]. For example, our previous work [1, 18] presents an implementation design that uses AWS as a base technology. We choose AWS Rekognition service, which lets developers develop several NN-based computer vision capabilities on top of scalable and reliable Amazon infrastructure. Rekognition offers services, which can be divided into two categories: First, the developer can leverage pre-trained algorithms (prepared by Amazon) to identify objects, people, text, scenes, and activities in videos, as well as detect any inappropriate content. Second, Rekognition Custom labels enable the developers to build use case specific NN-based video analytics capabilities to detect unique objects and scenes.

III. MULTI-COMPONENT OPTIMIZER DESIGN

Fig. 2 shows the proposed end-to-end multi-component model optimizer. This optimizer takes a Neural Network (NN) model as an input and produces a highly optimized version of the input NN that can run on low resource, cost and power IoT hardware such as MCUs (shown in Fig. 1). In each of the following sections, we present different phases of the proposed multi-component optimized design.

A. PRE-TRAINING MODEL OPTIMIZATION

This section presents pre-training techniques to optimize NN models.

1) Pruning

Model pruning induces sparsity in a NN’s various connection matrices to reduce the number of non-zero parameters. The concept of pruning models enables trading off a small portion
of a model’s quality for reduced model size, lesser inference time, and improved thermal and energy efficiency.

The pruning technique we implemented as a part of our multi-component optimizer is from [19]. This component prunes the model’s network connections during the training step, to reduce the size and working memory with only a minimal impact on model accuracy. In this pruning method we implemented, we initially increase the sparsity from an initial value $s_{\text{initial}}$ starting from 0 to a final sparsity value $s_{\text{final}}$, for $k$ pruning steps. The training step starts at $t_0$, with a pruning frequency of $\delta t$.

$$s_t = s_{\text{final}} + (s_{\text{initial}} - s_{\text{final}}) \left(1 - \frac{t - t_0}{n \delta t}\right) \text{ for } t \in t_0 \ldots t_0 + k \delta t$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Binary weight masks are variables that take the same size & shape of the model layer’s weights. Every layer that we chose to prune should contain this mask since it is used to determine which weights engage in the forward execution of the graph. We update these masks, every $\delta t$ steps during the training, to gradually increase the sparsity of the network. Once the model achieves the target sparsity $s_{\text{final}}$, we stop updating the masks. We use Eqn. (1) to remove redundant connections, while gradually reducing the prune count of weights in every iteration, since the number of weights in the network keeps reducing. We recommend the user’s to realize this method for achieving model sparsity. The highlights of this method are; it is independent of the model’s network property & its constituent layers, hence users can apply it to a wide range of models (can be used by models without structural properties, e.g. LSTMs). Not much hyperparameter tuning is needed (users don’t have to select slopes and weight-threshold), and it performs well across various models.

2) Quantization-aware Training
This section briefly explains how to perform quantization-aware training [20], of a model which is aimed to execute on tiny hardware. Here, this technique first considers quantized weights in full precision representation to simulate and inject quantization error into training, thus enabling the weights to be optimized against quantization errors. This quantization error is modelled using fake quantization nodes, which simulates the effect of quantization in both forward and backward passes. These fake quantization operations are added to all required locations in the model by rewriting the training graph (by creating a fake quantized training graph).

Based on our evaluation results in Section IV this method significantly improves the latency-vs-accuracy trade off for the majority of use-cases. In cases when performance does not improve, then the user should directly train the model and perform post-training quantization using any one method we provided at Section III-B since it is broadly applicable to all models and does not require training data during quantization.

B. POST-TRAINING MODEL OPTIMIZATION
The latest versions of widely used edge-friendly NN models need additional optimizations to fit and run comfortably within MCUs-based devices. This section presents methods that can be applied to pre-trained models (such as Inception, Xception, Mobilenet, Tiny-YOLO, Resnet, etc.) as well as custom-designed ones. The optimization methods that are our post-training model optimization components quantize the models by reducing the precision of its weights to save memory and simplify calculations often without much impact on accuracy. The optimization methods that are our post-training model optimization components quantize the models by reducing the precision of its weights to save memory and simplify calculations often without much impacting the accuracy of a model.

Weights only Quantization. This technique reduces the weight’s precision in the network from float to 8-bits precision. Our evaluation results (presented in Section IV) shows that the model size is significantly reduced. We adopted the state-of-the approach [21] to quantize NN weight $w$ to a Q-bit fixed-point number $\text{quant}(w)$, by using the quantization function (Eqn. 2).

$$\text{quant}(w) = \text{clip}_{[-1, 1]}(2^{-(Q-1)} \cdot \text{round}(w, 2^{(Q-1)}))$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)
Weights and Activations Quantization. Similar to the weight quantization method presented earlier, activations alone can also be quantized to 8-bits with almost no accuracy loss. We studied multiple existing techniques and found out that Symmetric per-channel, Asymmetric per-layer, and Asymmetric per-channel are well-suited techniques to quantize both weights and activations \cite{20}.

We select per-channel quantization with asymmetric ranges over other techniques since it provides close to floating-point accuracy for a wide range of networks \cite{20}. This method quantizes both the weights and activations to INT-8 values. Hence, the convolution in NNs takes the following form

\[
\psi(w, x) = 2^{-2(Q-1)} \sum_{i \in D} W_i X_i \approx 2^{-2(Q-1)} \phi(W, X) \quad (3)
\]

In Eqn (3), \( D \) is the number of input channels, \( \psi \) is NN’s convolution operation, and \( \phi(W, X) \) is an accumulator containing high precision values, in our case, Int-32 for Int-8 operands. We recommend this Int-8 quantization method since it outperforms the Fine-Grained Quantization (FGQ) method (2 bits for weight quantization) and Incremental Network Quantization (INQ) method (5-bit weight floating-point activation) by preserving accuracy while also providing run-time improvements. Next, we quantize the original NN’s Float32 weights and activations to Float16 values. Users can use this Float16 quantization when they want to achieve reasonable compression rates (we obtain approx. 6x compression), without loss of precision (we experience only 0.01% loss in accuracy). Also, Float16 models run on small CPUs without modification.

Joint Pre and Post-training Model Optimization. If users want to achieve more than 11x size reduction, let’s assume when they aim to execute Inception v3 (23.9 MB after post-training quantization) on a AIoT board, which only 16 MB Flash memory, we recommend performing joint model size optimization. Here, first, any of the pre-training optimization methods from Section \textsection III-A has to be applied to the model, followed by its Int-8 post-training quantization using the technique we provided in Section \textsection III-B.

C. GRAPH OPTIMIZATION

The interior of trained models is a graph with defined data flow patterns \cite{22, 23}. This graph contains an arrangement of nodes and edges, where the nodes represent the operations of a model, and graph edges represent the flow of data between the nodes. We target the graph level since it is backend independent, interoperable, applicable to both offline and at runtime execution of a NN model.

This section presents techniques (optimizers), which can be leveraged to optimize graphs of NN to improve the computational performance of NN while reducing peak SRAM (memory) usage on MCUs, thus enabling the execution of larger models on tiny memory footprints. In the following, we present graph optimization in sequential steps.

1) Arithmetic Simplification

To improve the graph’s performance, we propose to simplify its arithmetic by performing the tasks we mention below.

Re-write arithmetic based on known inputs. Arithmetic rewrites rely on known inputs. As shown in Fig. 3, the known constant vector is grouped with an unknown vector that might be constant or non-constant. After performing such re-writes, if the unknown vector turns out to be a constant, then graph performance improves. In Eqns (4)–(6), we provide a few more examples.

\[
Sub(c_0, Sub(x, c_1)) \text{ re-written as } Sub(x, c_0 + c_1) \quad (4)
\]

\[
Conv2D(c_0 * x, c_1) \text{ as } Conv2D(x, c_0 * c_1) \quad (5)
\]

\[
Concat([x, c_0, c_1, y]) \text{ as } Concat([x, Concat([c_0, c_1]], y) \quad (6)
\]

Trivial operations removal. We propose to identify and remove transpose, reshape, reverse, and shuffle operations.
Simplification by reducing node counts. Each node in the graph of a NN model represents an operation such as Conv2D, MatMul, Add, etc. Here we propose to perform rewrites that simplify the graph by reducing the number of nodes that in turn reduces the number of required operations. For example, in Eqn 12 we simplify by reducing the three numeric operators + nodes to one * node, and two logical operators ! and > nodes into one <= node.

\[
a + a + a \text{ as } 3 * a. \quad !(a > b) \text{ as } a <= b \quad (12)
\]

In this same task, we leverage the multiplication and division operator’s distributive and commutative properties in order to take out common factors/denominators. To present this concept, we take the Eqns of the graph patterns that frequently occur when regularizing gradients during model training. Here, in Eqn 13 we take out the common factor from the aggregate nodes where all input nodes are Mul. Similarly, in Eqn 14 we take out a common denominator.

\[
AddN(Mul(a, x_1), Mul(a, x_2), \ldots, Mul(a, x_n)) \text{ as } Mul(a, AddN(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n)) \quad (13)
\]

\[
AddN(Div(a, x_1), Div(a, x_2), \ldots, Div(a, x_n)) \text{ as } Div(AddN(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n), a) \quad (14)
\]

Spread minimization. Shapes of two arrays are compatible only when each of their dimension pair is equal. Broadcasting is the method to make arrays have compatible shapes so they can be used during arithmetic operations. Here, we propose to group similar data types to minimize broadcast. For example, in below Eqn 15 we separate arrays from scalar values, then group similar types of data. The resultant simplified Eqn 15 is less costly to execute since performing operations between the same type of data is faster and simpler.

\[
(a[x] + \text{scalar0}) + (b[x] + \text{scalar1}) \text{ as } [a[x] + b[x]] + (\text{scalar0} + \text{scalar1}) \quad (15)
\]

To achieve higher levels of computational cost reductions, we provide advanced spread/broadcast minimization tasks that rewrites a group of binary associative operators (Add or Mul) and also reorder inputs as shown in Fig. 4. In this same task we recommend users to bypass or remove redundant reshape operations.
and broadcast nodes when the shape of the input matches the target shape.

2) Graph Structure Optimization

We propose the below listed tasks that when realized will optimize the graph for efficiency.

- Remove loop-invariant sub-graphs. i.e., remove the loops that are true both before and after iterations.
- Remove dead branches/ends from the graphs. So, during execution on MCUs, backtracking from the dead-end is not required to progress in the graph.
- Find loop-trip counts (number of times a loop executes), then remove loops with zero trip-counts, and remove control flow nodes when the trip-count is one.
- Replace recurrent subgraphs with optimized kernels/executable modules. For example, when a recurrent subgraph containing Conv2D + FusedBatchNorm + BiasAdd has to be executed, during runtime, we propose to dynamically load and unload the kernel/executable module (stored in EEPROM of MCUs) as a more efficient replacement for this subgraph.
- Use a transitive reduction algorithm on the entire graph to remove redundant control edges. Then, shorten the critical path of a model step by rearranging control dependencies.
- This task when realized, reduces the graph’s size resulting in processing speedups. Here, we identify and remove nodes that are effectively NoOps (a placeholder of control edges) and Identity ops (outputs data with the same content and shape of input). We perform this removal only if the product of the number of inputs and the number of outputs is less than or equal to the sum of the number of inputs and the number of outputs. In Fig. 5 we show this briefed method.
- Even just removing nodes such as stop gradient nodes (not useful during execution, since its scope ends after building the graph) and Identity ops show speedups on MCUs. When performing aggressive optimization, we recommend not to remove any of the control dependency nodes since that might end up creating many control flow nodes need to be preserved in order to store the once repeated values. Hence such nodes need to be preserved in order to store the once shared non-references values.

The time consumed by the presented graph optimization component to produce the optimized version of the original model depends on complexity $T_f(|O|^{2^{|O|}})$, where $|O|$ is the total operators count. Since the latest network architectures contain hundreds of operators, our proposed component is best suited to run on better-to-high resource devices such as standard GPUs or at least laptop CPUs. But our component-generated optimized models can be comfortably executed by the inference software on any IoT hardware.

Joint Graph and Post-Training Model Optimization. In the previous section, we presented our standalone model graph optimization component that can be applied during the model training phase and also suitable for any pre-trained marketplace models. To perform joint model optimization, the two-steps graph optimization component from Section III-C needs to be applied to the original un-optimized CNN, followed by using any of the post-training model optimizers from Section III-B.

D. OPERATIONS OPTIMIZATION

When designing ML models aimed to execute as an application on low-specification IoT hardware, only a limited subset of operations can be used in order to keep the operational cost low [23]. In this section, we explain the operations optimization technique that is a part of our multi-component model optimizer.

While designing this component, we viewed CNN operations as absolute arithmetics, aiming to execute it without system-specific functionalities and dependencies on bare metal resource-constrained AIoT boards, MCU chips, small CPUs, all of which lack file systems and OS support. We notice that more than 90% arithmetic operations are used by convolutional (CONV) layers, so we already convert floating-point operations into int-8 (fixed point) in Section III-B which resulted in model size reduction and improved inference performance. Next, taking inspiration from [24], we decompose (depthwise separation) the 2-D CONVs, followed by 1-D CONVs, aiming to reduce parameters and operations count, enabling denser & deeper CNN architectures executable on low-specification hardware. E.g. a 2D-separable filter $\phi_{sep}$ has a unary rank, $\phi_{sep} = 1$. This can be rewritten/replaced with two 1D filters, $\phi_{A1} & \phi_{B1}$. When using this depth-separation concept on 3D filters, a regular 3D convolution uses $C \times A \times B$ multiplications, whereas a depth-separable 3D convolution only requires $C + A + B$ multiplications. In a few CNNs, we were not able to separate the filters. So in such situations, we recommend the users to forcefully separate the high/full-rank filters by penalizing it during training [25]. We also recommend another alternative, post-training separation approach where we approximate the layer’s weights into smaller sets of $n$ low-rank filters. If done so, only $n \times (C + A + B)$ multiplications will be required to execute one 3D-convolution.

Joint Operations and Post-Training Optimization. Even if the models such as MobileNet and SqueezeNet are manually designed to execute within a tight memory budget, it would exceed the AIoT board’s capacity by over 5 x times. Hence,
we propose to first optimize the operations of any model using the technique from Section III-D, then apply any of the post-training model optimizers we provide in Section III-B.

E. WORKLOAD OPTIMIZATION

The complexity and size of the model have an impact on the workload. Larger and denser models lead to increased processor workload and result in a higher duty cycle. In such cases, when users execute models with multiple dense layers, the hardware executing the models spend more time working and less time idle resulting in elevated power consumption and heat output. In the following, we present techniques that can be used to reduce workloads. The methods we recommend apply globally, i.e., not biased towards local performance optimizations for a single operation, as in many previous works.

Input data reduction. when the sampling rates of sensors are high, a unit inference result cannot be produced by the MCUs using the acquired data within a sampling interval. In such scenarios, computationally inexpensive low pass filters [29] should be used to reduce the volume of data, which improves the quality of the data (reduced noise), allows a sufficient time interval to perform the inferencing, and also reduces workload at the same time.

Hardware accelerators. To improve onboard NN workload execution efficiency, hardware accelerators (e.g., co-processing units) can be used to offload the bulk of NN workloads (convolutional layers) to nearby accelerators. Nowadays, hardware-based NN accelerators are used to bring AI capabilities to better-resourced edge devices like Raspberry Pi, BeagleBoard, etc. which can already run light versions of ML frameworks. In our scenario, to achieve a small form-factor and to keep the hardware cost ultra-low, we chose the more resource-constrained devices (Fig. 1), which are not capable of utilizing off-the-shelf accelerators (required software that is larger than the entire available memory) [14].

For successful offloads, we recommend storing the C code of the optimized model to be executed in a shared memory location (EEPROM) that can be accessed via common load/store ports. This accelerated convolution approach can readily be mixed with convolution offload demands (during inference) from other threads running in the same MCU core or on co-MCUs-processors. This parallel offloading approach leads to internal data reuse, hence improving inference performance and the energy efficiency of the AIoT edge devices. In cases where users are ending up with inefficient workload transfers that void the mentioned benefits, we recommend them to offload the processing to the inbuilt KPU, FFT units.

Number of threads. Limit the number of threads initialized by NNs for computation.

Low-level optimization. Perform low-level optimization of convolution operations using the method presented [27]. This method adds flexibility in searching for the best implementation of a specific convolution workload on a particular architecture and allows us to optimize the whole computation graph by choosing proper data layouts between operations to eliminate unnecessary data layout transformation overheads.

Linear algebraic properties. Analyze the linear algebraic properties [28] of a NN model and apply algorithms such as Strassen Gaussian elimination, Winograd’s minimal filtering [29] to reduce the computational workload, resulting in increased available memory.

F. KERNELS OPTIMIZATION

The general C/C++ implemented reference kernels for MCUs (presented in Fig. 1) need platform-specific hardware optimizations. For example, libraries such as NNPack [30], which provides manually optimized NN operators on ARM CPUs, cannot optimize kernels of models targeted to be deployed on a wide range of tiny hardware.

In the following, we present library independent kernel optimization techniques that are generic across a wide range of resource-constrained hardware for guaranteeing no runtime performance bottlenecks.

- Remove excess modules and components inside the project directory before building a project. This reduces the size of the compiled kernel and also aids the MCUs to boot faster.
- Group multiple operators together within a single kernel. Performing this task will improve efficiency due to better memory locality.
- Matrix multiplication is a computationally intensive task, yet the main computation kernel that needs to be used during convolution operations. In the context of matrix multiplication on tiny hardware, we recommend using the LIBXSMM [31] to improve the kernel performance because it goes deep into the assembly code level for improving small matrix multiplication tasks. Also, we recommend implementing the matrix multiplication kernel with 2x2 kernels in order to save on the total number of load instructions while also enabling some data re-usage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Changes in CNN’s</th>
<th>Original models</th>
<th>a. Pruned version</th>
<th>b. Int with float fallback quantized version</th>
<th>b. Float16 quantized version</th>
<th>b. Int only quantized version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i. Size</td>
<td>271.4 KB</td>
<td>108.7 KB</td>
<td>22.5 KB</td>
<td>43.0 KB</td>
<td>23.2 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii. 89.19 %</td>
<td>88.32 %</td>
<td>91.12 %</td>
<td>89.17 %</td>
<td>89.19 %</td>
<td>89.16 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii. 326.69 ms</td>
<td>30.36 ms</td>
<td>175.90 ms</td>
<td>0.34 ms</td>
<td>0.26 ms</td>
<td>0.37 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iv. 1419.27 ms</td>
<td>1072.16 ms</td>
<td>1264.46 ms</td>
<td>1075.24 ms</td>
<td>1667.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN1</td>
<td>252.8 KB</td>
<td>98.1 KB</td>
<td>98.03 %</td>
<td>98.04 %</td>
<td>98.05 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii. 98.80 %</td>
<td>97.11 %</td>
<td>187.84 ms</td>
<td>0.38 ms</td>
<td>0.62 ms</td>
<td>0.50 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii. 344.43 ms</td>
<td>30.80 ms</td>
<td>1074.45 ms</td>
<td>1024.50 ms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iv. 1255.09 ms</td>
<td>1414.21 ms</td>
<td></td>
<td>1605.62 ms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN2</td>
<td>1024.50 ms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- The computationally intense convolutions traverse their operands many times during computation. Hence, managing the layout of the data fed to NNs is critical for reducing memory access overheads. We also recommend applying algorithms to optimize convolution in a single thread (thread optimization) to reduce memory access overheads.

- The convolutions should be partitioned into disjoint pieces to achieve parallelism. At the CPU level, off-the-shelf multithreading solutions such as OpenMP [32] (used by the Intel MKL-DNN kernel library) are used to achieve parallelism via shared memory multiprocessing. But for MCUs, such approaches are not suited. For MCUs, self-customized thread pooling techniques should be used to reduce overheads while launching and suppressing threads, to reduce performance jitters while adding threads. Using such a self-customized thread pool provides full control of the IoT application while maintaining performance across different MCU platforms.

When users aim to perform an advanced level of optimization, we recommend optimizing the matrix multiplications, CONVs and pooling layers, and activation functions, as explained in the rest of this section.

**Optimized Matrix & Matrix Vector Multiplication Kernels.** If MCUs contain a large number of registers, we can implement large kernels to obtain superior multiplication performance. But in reality, for example, the latest Arm Cortex-M (32-bit RISC processor cores) has only 16 architectural registers, including Link & Program Counter registers. So, we use only 2x2 kernels for reducing operands loading cost into registers. In our CNN, the batch size of the fully-connected layers is one, so we perform matrix-vector multiplication (we view vector as one column matrix) using a 2x1 kernel for speedups. Since storage is expensive in MCUs, we quantized the weights (see Section II-B) to reduce its size. In all the cases, since these quantized weights are stored and re-used during onboarding inference, we found that reordering the matrix weights can reduce the pointer accesses. We recommend users to inherit the weight interleaving method from [3] to implement the weights reordering tasks.

**CONVs and Pooling Optimization for Efficiency.** Our CNN converts the MNIST’s 28x28 image’s pixels into a matrix, an essential step, but consumes memory to store pixels and output matrix. So, depending on the size (2x2) of previously explained matrix-multiplication kernels, the optimized convolution kernel limits its extension/spreading over the image pixels, thus resulting in reduced memory consumption. Pooling (downsamples data in matrix generated by CONVs) is one of the memory-bound operations linked with CONVs. Currently, a nested for-loop approach is used to iterate throughout the window, like in the Caffe framework. But to improve efficiency, in limited memory footprint, we recommend splitting the pooling operation into two parts (for both average and max pooling), namely width and height pooling, so the operations to find the maximum or average is the same for both axes, resulting in reduced total operations.

**ReLU Activation Function Optimization.** ReLU, sigmoid, and tanh are the commonly used activation functions to add non-linearities in the network. In a regular high-resource setting, we generally use the default ReLU layer from TensorFlow. But when users are aiming to deploy and execute their models on low-resource hardware like the AIoT boards, we recommend replacing the default ReLU with its optimized version from [3]. Their optimized Single instruction, multiple data Within a Register (SWAR) based ReLU claims to achieve a 4x speed-up for most cases.

**G. DEPLOYMENT OF OPTIMIZED MODELS**

In this section, using Fig. 6, we outline the necessary steps from our recent Resource Constrained Edge - Neural Networks (RCE-NN) pipeline [33], to deploy and execute optimized models on MCU-based devices, shown in Fig. 1.

1) **Model to FlatBuffer Conversion.** It converts models into FlatBuffer, using FlatBuffer’s cross-platform serialization library or by also using the TF Lite converter. After conversion, the resulting FlatBuffer format file contains direct data structures of the trained NN. This data structure contains information arrays with a graph consisting of subgraphs, where each subgraph consists of a list of tensors and operators. After this stage, since the flat buffers of the NNs for IoT use-cases are memory-mapped, they can be utilized directly from disk/flash without any loading or

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CNN1</td>
<td>i. 98.1 KB</td>
<td>22.5 KB</td>
<td>43.0 KB</td>
<td>23.2 KB</td>
<td>108.7 KB</td>
<td>24.1 KB</td>
<td>43.6 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ii. 91.12%</td>
<td>88.81 %</td>
<td>88.87 %</td>
<td>88.81 %</td>
<td>88.32 %</td>
<td>88.26 %</td>
<td>88.29 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>iii. 175.90 ms</td>
<td>0.34 ms</td>
<td>0.25 ms</td>
<td>0.33 ms</td>
<td>30.36 ms</td>
<td>0.36 ms</td>
<td>0.28 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>iv. 1072.16 ms</td>
<td>1722.6 ms</td>
<td>1063.4 ms</td>
<td>1738.23 ms</td>
<td>1072.16 ms</td>
<td>2246.4 ms</td>
<td>1555.74 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN2</td>
<td>i. 98.11 KB</td>
<td>22.5 KB</td>
<td>43.0 KB</td>
<td>23.2 KB</td>
<td>282.8 KB</td>
<td>24.1 KB</td>
<td>43.6 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ii. 99.10%</td>
<td>97.85 %</td>
<td>97.84 %</td>
<td>97.85 %</td>
<td>97.11 %</td>
<td>97.10 %</td>
<td>97.11 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>iii. 187.84 ms</td>
<td>0.25 ms</td>
<td>0.35 %</td>
<td>0.38 ms</td>
<td>30.80 ms</td>
<td>0.51 ms</td>
<td>0.30 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>iv. 1074.45 ms</td>
<td>1095.82 ms</td>
<td>1074.45 ms</td>
<td>1606.31 ms</td>
<td>1414.21 ms</td>
<td>2127.31 ms</td>
<td>1479.34 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2) Model Translation
Most MCUs in edge devices do not have native filesystem support, hence we convert the quantized version of the trained model into a C array, and compile it along with the program for the IoT application which is to be executed on the edge device. In our pipeline, to perform this conversion we use a UNIX command, which generates the C source file containing the quantized model as a char array.

3) Application Integration and Deployment
This method fuses the c-byte array of NNs with the main program for an IoT use-case. Finally, the method from this last step should be used to flash the binaries of a NN model on the MCU-based hardware devices.

Evaluating Post-training Optimization Techniques. As explained in Section III-B, we quantized the original CNN’s Float32 weights and activations to Float16 values. Users can use this Float16 quantization when they want to achieve reasonable compression rates (we obtain approx. 6x compression), without loss of precision (we experience only 0.01% loss in accuracy). Also, Float16 models run on small CPUs without modification. In Fig. 7 e, we show the Float16 quantized model’s architecture, inference time, and size changes. Next, we performed Int with float fallback quantization on original CNNs and show its architecture and performance in Fig. 7 d, next to other quantization results, that can be compared with the original model in Fig. 7 a. We present the evaluation results of all the thus produced post-training quantized models in Table 2 b. We realized this method to convert our CNN’s weights & activation to 8-bit integers and show its architecture, inference time, and size changes in Fig. 7 f. Here, the size reduced and inference time improved since, after quantization, the inference is carried out using integer-only arithmetic.

Next, as explained in the joint pre and post-training model optimization part of Section III-B we performed post-training optimization of the pre-training optimized model and present the evaluation results of resultant CNNs in Table 3.

Evaluating Graph Optimization Components. We implemented and performed all applicable arithmetic simplification rewrites and graph structure optimization tasks from Section III-C on CNNs and present their evaluation results in Table 4 c. In Fig. 7 h, we show the graph optimized model’s inference time and size changes. Next, as explained in the joint graph and post-training model optimization part of Section III-C, we performed post-training optimization of the graph optimized CNNs and present the results in Table 4 d.

Evaluating Operations Optimization Components. We implemented and applied the explained technique from Section III-D on CNNs and present their evaluation results in Table 2 a. Next to the results of the original CNNs. In Fig. 7 g, we show the operations optimized model’s architecture, inference time, and size changes. Next, we also performed
the joint operations and post-training model optimization part from Section III-D and present the evaluation results for CNNs in Table 4 b.

Evaluating Model Deployment. We take the joint graph and post-trained optimized CNNs (both CNN1 and CNN2) from Section III-B then using model deployment techniques (Section III-C) we load and execute them on the ESP32 and nRF52840 boards shown in Fig. 1. We report that the accuracy obtained by executing CNNs on both boards is the same until its first decimal point: 89.5% for CNN1, 98.03% for CNN2 on both boards. From this, it is clear that when the proposed model deployment technique is used to deploy and execute the CNNs optimized using our multi-component sequence, they perform the same, irrespective of the target hardware.

A. RESULTS ANALYSIS

In this section, we perform analysis based on the experiment results from Table 2-4.

Best Optimization Sequence for Smallest Model Size. When users want the smallest possible trained model, we recommend performing Joint graph and post-training model optimization from Section III-C. Since, it is apparent from Table 4 d, that this Graph optimized then integer with float fallback quantized version of the original CNN has the smallest model size of 22.5 KB (12.06 x times smaller than original CNN). Although the Pruned then int with float fallback quantized model version has the same size, the accuracy after optimization drops by 2.31 % (see Table 3 a), whereas the former sequence has no accuracy drop.

Best Optimization Sequence for Accuracy Preservation. When the target hardware can accommodate a few extra KB, naturally we would try to fit the top-performing model. In such cases, we recommend to load and use the Graph optimized then integer only quantized version since training then optimizing using this sequence preserved accuracy for both the datasets and in fact, for MNIST Fashion, the accuracy increased by 0.27 %, and by 0.13 % for MNIST Digits (see table 4 d).

Best Optimization Sequence for Fast Inference. For real-time applications, we naturally tend to load and use the fastest inference results producing models. In such cases, we recommend the Joint operations and post-training optimization from Section III-D, since the Operations optimized then float16 quantized version (see Table 4 b) produces the fastest unit inference results in 0.06 ms (orders of magnitude faster than original CNN).

We show how to apply our optimizer components on popular pre-trained CNNs. We take the MobileNet v2, Inception v3, Resnet v2, which are 14 MB, 95 MB, 178 MB each, and apply just the post-training model optimization component from Section III-B. The resultant models are 3.5 MB, 23 MB, 44 MB, i.e., 4x, 4.13x, 4.04x times smaller than their respective original modes. Depending on the user’s goal, we let them explore other presented joint optimization sequences that can make the above CNN-based models much smaller or faster or show the top accuracy.

V. CONCLUSION

We presented our multi-component model optimizer, a sequence that researchers and developers can follow to optimize various CNNs for making it executable on multiple resource-constrained IoT hardware like MCUs, small CPUs and AIoT boards. Our optimization sequence can be applied to the models from a growing number of use-cases such as anomaly detection, predictive maintenance, robotics, voice recognition, machine vision, etc., to enable their standalone execution on the boundaries of the IoT architecture. By open-sourcing the implementation of our optimizer components, we believe the transparent design to open future avenues for a broad-spectrum of applied research works and also interconnect the high-performance computing community (studies with algorithms that get merged with ML frameworks like TensorFlow) with the TinyML community (studies that design resource-friendly models for embedded systems).

In future work, we plan to evaluate the optimization efficiency of workload and kernel optimization components. We also plan to apply our optimization sequence on advanced models like Tiny-YOLO (9 convolutional layers), SqueezeNet (5MB just for parameters), etc. Such models...
with more layers and parameters benefit the most from our multi-component optimization sequence, so can outperform the state-of-the-art methods that aim to reduce the model size and improve inference speed. We also plan to execute models optimized using our sequence on IoT hardware and benchmark the real-life memory conservation and inference speedups.
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